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Blogging to Drive Business: Create and Maintain Valuable Customer ConnectionsQue, 2010
Use Blogging to Supercharge Sales, Customer Loyalty, Innovation, and Profits

 

Blogging can help you deepen customer loyalty, reach new customers, gain indispensable feedback, and drive more sales. This no-nonsense guide...
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Silverlight 4 Business Intelligence SoftwareApress, 2010

	Business Intelligence (BI) software allows you to view different components of a business using a single visual platform, which makes comprehending mountains of data easier. BI is everywhere. Applications that include reports, analytics, statistics, and historical and predictive modeling are all examples of BI. Currently, we are in the second...
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Network Forensics: Tracking Hackers through CyberspacePrentice Hall, 2012


	My great-grandfather was a furniture maker. I am writing this on his table, sitting in his

	chair. His world was one of craft, “the skilled practice of a practical occupation.”1 He made

	furniture late in life that was in superficial respects the same as that which he made earlier,

	but one can see his craft advance.
...
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Object-Oriented Behavioral SpecificationsSpringer, 1996
Object-Oriented Behavioral Specifications encourages  builders of complex information systems to accelerate their move to  using the approach of a scientific discipline in analysis rather than  the approach of a craft. The focus is on understanding customers'  needs and on precise specification of understanding gained through  analysis....
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Head First AlgebraO'Reilly, 2009

	Having trouble understanding algebra? Do algebraic concepts, equations, and logic just make your head spin? We have great news: Head First Algebra is designed for you. Full of engaging stories and practical, real-world explanations, this book will help you learn everything from natural numbers and exponents to solving systems of equations...
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Seeing the Elephant: Understanding Globalization from Trunk to TailJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In the new millennium, it is nearly impossible for us to talk about basic concerns like food or gas prices, without examining global intersections in trade, energy, immigration, the environment, and defense. Many countries once described as "developing" nations now wield greater economic and political influence than some of the...
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The Business Coaching Toolkit: Top 10 Strategies for Solving the Toughest Dilemmas Facing OrganizationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Discover the 10 best Coaching practices for solving problems and implementing change with clients—right away

Coaching works, there's no doubt about that. But the coaching industry is going through tremendous change that all professional coaches need to address.       

Equipping coaching professionals to stay on the...
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Head First Iphone Development: A Learner's Guide to Creating Objective-C Applications for the IphoneO'Reilly, 2009
Let's say you have an idea for a killer iPhone app. Where do you begin?  Head First iPhone Development will help you get your first application up and running in no time. You'll quickly learn to use iPhone SDK tools, including Interface Builder and Xcode, and master Objective-C programming principles that will make your app stand out....
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Mobile Marketing: Finding Your Customers No Matter Where They AreQue, 2010

	I believe that mobile marketing is the marketing of the future. My name is Cindy Krum, and I am the author of Mobile Marketing: Finding Your Customers No Matter Where They Are. This book is intended to be a comprehensive guide for marketers and anyone who wants a clearer understanding of how they can integrate mobile marketing with their...
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Final Cut Pro 5 Editing Essentials (DV Expert Series)CMP Books, 2005
Digital editing gives editors far greater freedom than ever before to move scenes of information around and place them anywhere in a film's sequence. Apple's Final Cut Pro is the most widely used Mac-based digital editor, and is especially popular with independent filmmakers and graphic artists. Final Cut Pro 5 Editing Essentials enables readers to...
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Head First Programming: A Learner's Guide to Programming Using the Python LanguageO'Reilly, 2009
Looking for a reliable way to learn how to program on your own, without being overwhelmed by confusing concepts? Head First Programming introduces the core concepts of writing computer programs -- variables, decisions, loops, functions, and objects -- which apply regardless of the programming language. This book offers concrete...
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CSS3: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		CSS3 lets you create professional-looking websites, but learning its finer points can be tricky—even for seasoned web developers. This Missing Manual shows you how to take your HTML and CSS skills to the next level, with valuable tips, tricks, and step-by-step instructions. You’ll quickly learn how to build web pages that...
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